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The Star of Redemption, translated from 2nd edition of 1930
by WILLIAM H. ßALO; Foreword by N. N. GLATZER (New

York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1970).
Reviewed by Shalom J. Carmy

English reader revealig the divari-

In a thought-world cluttered with

eating monologue of an omnivorous and committed mind; hopeful-

the credibilty-gapped apologetics

ly a dialogue as weIl Is Rosen-

of too-traditional rabbis, made superficial by sermonized glibness,
co-opted by ambassadors of secu-

zweig's lonely path another of the

larism, biography has granted

dead ends; or does it lead us back
to the highway-forsaken?
Rosenzweig elevated the Jewish

Franz Rosenzweig a place on the

people above the vicissitudes of

philosopher's Mount Rushmore reserved for those whose lives are a
commentary on their writing. Rosenzweig proved that it is possible
for a modern man to remain a Jew

history. The Christian world is a

and that "since possible, it is neces~

sary," in this, his inspiration to our
generation. For many years the

missionary world, a world of action. It cannot pretend to Truth,

for it is on the Way to Truth, picking up the dross of paganism as it
flows forward in time. This permits
us to view sympathetically the com-

promises of Christian doctrine with

general reader knew only of Ro- its idolatrous birthright; the Star is
replete with such insightful atsenzweig's life: his eleventh-hour
decision for Judaism in the squalid

tempts as "ecumenical interpreta-

Redemption, been available to the

yet unredeemed, Christendom

shtibbel; his slow appropriation of tion." Since one cannot be born a
mitzvot; his retirement from Ger- Christian, Christianity must be reman university life: his legendary garded as operating on a "naturaltriumph over physiological martyr- ly pagan" original self: "I am not
dom; and his death at the young a Christian," said Kierkegaard: "I
age of forty-three. Only recently am becoming one."
Engaged in the world of action,
has his major work, The Star of
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knows the judgment of death and

people like all others, we would

the destiny of war. War, theorized

also be doomed to the Hegelian

Hegel (on whose political theory

slaughter-bench, and we would lose

the academician Rosenzweig had

written a long monograph), is the

our transcendent role of witnessing
to the nations. If this is the case,

from whence it emerged.

State of Israel for Judaism! Aiid

ambassador of progress, and all then even wholesale conversion to
succumb to it, return to the dust Agudat Yisrael couldn't save the
The Jewish people seem to be a

standing objection to this philoso-

phy of history. According to Hegel,
the Jew's hour on the stage of his-

were we forced, God forbid, to
gather and found a political com~

munity for self-preservation, this
would mean the end of Torah!

tory had ended by the time Chris-

tianity appeared. * Yet the Jew,

Rosenzweig is wrong in assum-

standing in the wings, continues to

ing that Judaism must, of necessity,

be very much a part of the picture,

as proved by the persistence of
anti-Semitism, if by nothing else.
The Jew, by virtue of his Jewish
affliation, contributes something

be politically passive. The Bible
presents the vision of a fulfiled
Judaism in its own land, under its
own law, speaking its own language, and enjoying as profound a

intangible but valuable to the

relationship with God as that dis-

world.

covered by Rosenzweig. This is a

Thus Rosenzweig reached the
conclusion that Judaism is eternal
because it remains outside the realm of history, never submitting to

fulfillment that includes the witness

the law of growth and decay. The

Jew bears testimony to the existence of a Divine destiny beyond
this week's editorials and next

year's inaugural address. For the
Jewish people, standing before God,

communal existence in the present
moment becomes infused with eternal significance.

The price of eternity is the sacrifice of "normality." Exile is the
normative condition of the Jewish

people. The First Temple period is
virtually viewed as a prelude to the
Galut looming ahead in prophetic

vaticination. If the Jews were a

to the world that Rosenzweig sees

as the historical destiny of Judaism.
Such a phenomenon-an eternal
people, in spiritual communion with

each other and with God-would
be miraculous, from the Hegelian

point of view, regardless of the circumstances under which it occurs.
Given our failure to live up to this
ideal type of existence, Galut be-

comes the unavoidable strategy of

God (ct. Ezekiel's "with a strong
arm I shall rule over you"; and in
these conditions, Rosenzweig's an-

alysis is helpfuL. Rosenzweig is justified in making an undesirable situation meaningful; but that doesn't

make it desirable, certainly not
normative.

.For greater detail, see N. Rotenstreich: The Recurrent Pattern: Studies in
Anti-Judaism in Modern Thought, New York, Horizon Press, 1964.
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Halakhah, he quite possibly was

not distressed by the possibilty of
But there is a deeper difculty
in Rosenzweig's analysis of Ju-

daism, one perhaps insoluble, save

by life itself. It amounts to this:
The institutions of Christendom are
geared to individuals who are "on
the Way," i.e. who are not capable

another reaching the opposite posi-

tion (his own cousin chose to embrace Christianity). In general, Rosenzweig saw Torah-law as binding
"as much as possible," leaving the
defiition of "possible" to the in-

dividuaL.

yet of acting from the true theo-

A detailed and inconsistent ac-

logical perspective. Unable to approach God directly, he is granted

count of Rosenzweig's understand-

the "tactical" luxury of the Media-

tor, always reminded (mainly by

the unassuming Jew) that he is
only on the Way. The Jew is the

ing of these issues is presented in

his exchange of letters with Martin
Buber, published as On Jewish
Learning. That its "conservatism"

is inadequate and unsatisfying from

Eternal Fire; the Christian is the

a viewpoint that totally accepts

Eternal Ray. But how can the Jew
keep from getting burnt? Defuse

ing. Personally, I find the under-

the metaphor; reformulate: Is it

Torah-u-Mitzvot goes without saystanding of human nature underly-

is also "on the Way?" Yet the in-

ing his approach to be lacking in
appreciation of some of the subtle-

stitutions and religious forms of

ties and self~contradictions inherent

not the case that the individual Jew

are geared to express the intersec-

to the human condition; I find a
failure to come to grips with the

tion of the world, but he is also

Kierkegaardian gulf between con-

alienated from himself! Plagued by
the inadequacies of all flesh, he

cept and reality, to recognize the

the Jew, according to Rosenzweig,

must behave as if, qua Jew, he is
a more perfect spiritual self than
he really is. He must feign the spir-

porousness of all abstract categories. To do justice to this psycho-

logical variety one might need to
become more radical - radically
Orthodox. But this would take us

itual identity he feels does not fit
him. He is simply not cut-out to
be a Jew! Judaism is "possible

far afield.

therefore necessary" for Rosen-

senzweig's account, is that the in-

zweig; is it equally possible for any

dividual who accepts his Jewish

offspring of a Jewish mother?

destiny (or, for us, is obligated to

Rosenzweig apparently was not
bothered by this. In his own case,

What is clear, however, from Ro-

accept it) must be able to integrate

himself in a way of life that is

straightforward. He decided to re-

naturally alien to him, and that this
creates certain diffculties. We shall

main Jewish, and gradually transformed himself from an assimilated

Blutsgemeinschaft because of the

graduate student to an observant

failure of this concept to explain

the religious decision was relatively

and aware Jew. Not recognizing
the absolute, impersonal, bond of

ignore Rosenzweig's remarks on the

Jewish consciousness, as much as

because of the scientifc and ethical
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dubiousness of the racist hypothesis. Thus education becomes focal

to Jewish existence, both habitua-

hand, "becoming a Jew" is as challenging and diffcult a task as Kierkegaards "becoming a Christian."

tion and sensitization to the spirit-

An Existentialism that could em-

ual values of the Torah, and also

brace this living contradiction with-

to membership in a people, in an
existing social entity, chosen to re-

in its compass would need a great.

alize the ideal community of men
with men before-God. We should

that matter, Kierkegaard's. The

er reach than Rosenzweig's or, for

paradox; that we inadequate indi-

Divine testi-

appreciate Rosenzweig's remarks on

viduals are to present

the role of the family-bond and

mony in the world. Surprisingly-

communal prayer in Jewish life.
Therefore we should also recognize

and for the realist, marvellouslywe have! . . .

the tragic dimension in balakhic

life for those individuals who are
incapable of full integration into

In limiting myself to this brief
discussion of the crucial question

of Jewish identity, I don't mean

Jewish society: the failure, the to ignore Rosenzweig's many apermamzer, the homosexual, the

burnt-out case, yoked to the Torah
by fulfillment-less obligation and
the unsatisfying sacrifice. But even
for those of us who are more fortunate, who have been properly
educated and socialized, are too
young to know genuine failure, and
desire the halakhically approved

sexual object exclusively, the tension remains. Perhaps Rotenstreich

is correct when he claims** that
when Rosenzweig speaks as a Jew

he ceases being an existentialist

philosopher; and when he speaks
as an existentialist philosopher he
does not speak as a Jew.

cus on the Bible, the Calendar,
Jewish and General Theology, Aes-

thetics, etc. The Star is a system
of philosophy, an important transition from the ripe old-age of Ger-

man Idealism to contemporary systems of Existentialism. One might
merely refer, in passing, to the sug-

gestive material on miracles, creation, prayer, religious language, and
anthropomorphism.

In his 1907 Diary at the age of
twenty, Rosenzweig wrote to the

effect that it is better to write than
to read, better to write poetry than

to write . . . and better to live than
any of these. He is worth knowing

On the one hand, one is a Jew

well, and rewards those who spend

by birth, and part of one's function

time with him, even if the time is

as a Jew is fulfiled merely by re-

spent in reading.

taining this identity. On the other
"Jewish Philosophy in Modern Times (Holt, Rinehart & Winston), 1968, p.
210.
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War and Hope - A History of the Jewish Legion, by ELIAS
GILNER (New York: Herzl Press, 1969).

Reviewed by Daniel J. Elazar case with any serious history of a
heroic event, it necessarily punc-

The history of the Jewish bat-

talions connected with the British
Expeditionary Force in Palestine
during World War I, conventionally known as the Jewish Legion, has
become part of the heroic myth

surrounding the revival of the Jewish state. Widely acclaimed as the
first significant Jewish fighting

tures much of the aura that surrounds the event itself.

Gilner tells the story of the Le-

gion in four parts. In the first he
provides us with a picture of the
yishuv (the Jewish settlement in

Palestine) on the eve of World
War i. He introduces us to Vladi-

force to fight under a Jewish ban-

mir Jabotinsky, Joseph Trumpeldor, Pinhas Rutenbergt and other

exaggerated claim from a factual
point of view but ultimately true

key figures in the drama of the Legion, and takes us through the his-

quently more true than reality) ,

its role in the Gallpoli campaign.

ner since Bar Kochba (itself an

in the sense that myths are fre- tory of the Zion Mule Corps and

the Jewish Legion is generally

viewed as the triumph of Zionist

efforts to participate in the conquest of Palestine from the Turks

so as to enhance the Jewish claim
to the land. So it was in the larger

sense, Elias Gilner takes us beyond
the myth itself to look at the essentially tragic history of a noble failure whose major success was in the
creation of the myth which now
protects it.

Even at this point, Gilner provides
us with a necessary corrective to
the standard histories of the sub-

ject by showing how the founding
of the Mule Corps was accomplished only over the opposition

of numerous Palestinian and other
Jewish leaders. Many of the Jewish
leadership did not want to align

themselves with the Alles against
Germany and Turkey as long as
Russia was in the war against the
Central Powers; others felt that a

The record of the Jewish Legion,

Mule Corps was a distraction when

the struggle over its formation, and

efforts should be concentrated on
obtaining a fighting legion. Stil

its fate are almost paradigmatic of
the history of pre-state Zionism and
may indeed have larger implications

for understanding the political cul-

others objected for reasons of personal grievance or even reluctance
to expose themselves to danger.

ture of the Jewish People. Gilner's

The record of the Mule Corps

history, written from the inside by

is portrayed "warts and all" and,

a man who is himself a veteran of

though the overall picture is quite

the Legion and closely associated

positive, Gilner does not hesitate

more instructive politically than

flicts and the weakness that were

with its principal figures, is far to show us the faIlurest the conthe myth itself though, as in the

inherent in the operation as is true
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of all human activities. If, after

the fate of the Legion after the

Gilner's treatment, the Mule Corps

armistice. In every respect this is

no longer consists of white knights

the most bitter part of the book.

in shining armor, its success is all
the more poignant in light of the
human material it had to work

Gilner chronicles the hopes of the

with.

In Part Two Gilner details the
struggle for the establishment of

legionnaires to become the nucleus
of a Jewish miltia that would build
the land while guarding the security
of the Zionist enterprise. He ex-

plains how those hopes were

the Legion and the recruitment of

dashed for reasons of state in

Jews to its ranks. Again, he does

Whitehall and, for that matter, because of the failures among the
Zionist leadership as well. For what
the British did purposely to prevent

not hesitate to point out the hesita-

tions, conflicts and clashes that
were manifested at every step along

the way. While it is obvious that

the Jews from forming the Legion

J abotinsky is his hero and there

into a miltia that could affect the

are, no doubt, those who wil quarrel with his assessment of the role

power struggle in post-World War

of others in the Legion's establish-

ment, one is not likely to dispute
the thrust of his account nor the
character of the frustrations encountered by those who wished to
create a Jewish fighting force to
participate in the liberation of Palestine from the Turks.

Part Three is devoted to the ac-

I Palestine, the Zionist leaders ac-

cepted in good faith, blinded by
their trust in the good intentions

of His Majesty's Government. Appropriately, Gilner closes the book

with a discussion of the role of
Herbert Samuel in the Jaffa pogrom
whereby the well-intentioned Jewish High Commissioner of Palestine
is portrayed as an unintentional

betrayer of Zionist aspirations in
his efforts to be "fair."
accurately delineates it, is one of
The two great problems of Jewrepeated frustration. When the le- ish life which this book lays bare
gionnaires were allowed into the are the perennial problem of infront lines, their combat record was ternal divisions within the Jewish
good but, for reasons of British People and the equally constant
policy, their opportunities were few penchant of Jews to accept at face
tual miltary record of the Legion.
Again, the record, as Gilner quite

and far between. It is particularly

value the optimistic promises of the

in these chapters that the reader is

non-Jewish world. In matters of

left with the feeling that the last internal politics, suspicion, hostilword has not been written about ity, personal animosities, as well as
the Legion's role. The overall im-

ideological and tactical considera-

pression by the author of a fighting

tions played a major role in divid-

force misused for political reasons
and never allowed to reach its full

ing the Jewish People at a moment

potential for those reasons is well

when their unity vis-a-vis the rest
of the world was vitally necessary.

presented.

The fact that the Zionist leadership.

In Part Four Gilner deals with
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to recognize the possibilties inher-

"the powers," coupled with a mis-

ent in the creation of a Jewish

trus1 of one another has shown
itself to be deeply imbedded in

legion meant vital years were lost
gion was present in the last stages

Jewish life throughout Jewish history. If those whom we know intimately make us suspicious, then,

of the liberation of Palestine and

in our Messianic longings, we trans-

did not have time to establish itself
as a fighting force at the time of
the armistice, thereby making it

fer our faith to those whom we

before the force came into being.
That, in turn, meant that the Le-

know not at all.
The fate of the Jewish Legion

On the other hand, for every

was sealed for many reasons, not
the least of which was this contradictory tendency in Jewish political culture. The same charac-

measure of suspicion and mistrust

teristics certainly persist today

within Jewish ranks, the Jews dis-

among Diaspora Jewry and to some

that much easier for those among
the British authorities who wished
to destroy it to do so.

played an equal measure of over-

extent in Israel as well but the

confidence and excessive trust in
their "friends" in the non-Jewish

brutal events of the years between
the dissolution of the Legion and

world. Jews who would not trust

the present have slowly worked to

one another in the simplest matters
put their full trust in the British

harden Jewish hearts when it
comes to the promises of the na-

government and in the good wil

tions and to open Jewish hearts

of the Alles, refusing to believe

when it comes to the differences

that considerations of national self-

within their own ranks. Gilner's

interest were operative in British

book is important as another re-

decision-making or to develop such

minder of how we must overcome

considerations of their own in order

these two flaws in our collective

to enhance their own decision-mak-

character as Jews, flaws which have

ing efforts. This cultural bias towards a kind of messianic trust of

course of Jewish history.

brought us so much grief in the

The Light of Redemption, by MENDEL LEWITTES (J erusalem-

New York, 1971).
Reviewed by
Bernard Rosensweig
In The Light of Redemption,

Rabbi Mendel Lewittes has gathered together within one volume

what he calls "the stones of my
thinking." These articles are the

fruit of a distinguished rabbinical

career spanning a period of thirtyfive years, twenty of which were

spent in Montreal as the rabbi of
one of Canada's foremost syna-

gogues. The forty essays which are
included in this book cover the major areas of Jewish scholarship -
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theology, Chiddushei Torah (novel-

han Arukh. In an appreciative es-

lae) , and practical Halakhic rul-

say on Rabbi Ezekiel Landau,

ings.
Rabbi Lewittes contends that the

Lewittes points out that in the age

primary function of the Rabbi is
not that of the pastor or of the
preacher, but that of the Posek,

the religious authority; and that
ultimate goal of Torah-study is to

known as Noda Biyehudah, Rabbi
of this great scholar the Shulk-

han Arukh and its commentaries

were widely accepted. Yet, even
though Rabbi Landau referred to
their decisions with deference, this

arrive at a pesak halakhah. He

did not prevent him from disagree_

states categorically that "one's

ing with their decisions quite often.

concept of Halakhah is the touchstone of one's Orthodoxy."

Jewish Law, as he conceives of

it, possesses a twofold character the fixity of the Written Law and

In fact, N oda Biyehudah is considered, by our author, to be the
model of the "true Posek" because
he was not afraid to express his
opinion even though, in the process,

derlying the growth and the devel-

he differed with the opinion of
recognized authorities. While he

0pment of the Halakhic process is

carefully weighed previous learned

the viabilty of the Oral Law. U n-

the interaction between the spirit

opinions, he did not hesitate to go

and the letter of that Law.! It is
the spirit of the Law, rather than
the letter, which is the basic ele-

back to the sources and make his

ment in Judaism; and the conse-

quences of this position are interesting. If we consider the spirit of
the Law to be the unchanging element in the Halakhic process, and

its letter open to examination

and investigation in the light

of contemporary society and its
needs, then we have the right

own independent, careful analysis.
The emphasis on the spirit of the
Law leads Rabbi Lewittes to criti-

cize those Halakhists who have
divorced the letter of the Law from
its underlying rationale. There are
any number of usages, he indicates,
which have outlved their original
purpose and stil continue to dominate the course of Jewish life.
The Halakhah was not devel-

to insist, as Rabbi Lewittes

oped in a vacuum. Who wil deny

does, that the Posek demonstrate
a greater sense of independence

that Halakhists are, in addition to
everything else, the products of

and initiative. The times call not
only for a thorough knowledge of
the sources, but for boldness and

their age, and that they are not
immune to the influences of their
environment. The Rishonim ruled,

imagination in their proper utilza-

for example, that the Talmudic re-

tion.

quirement for a mourner to cover

Our author does not dispute the

his head and face and to overturn

regnant position of the Shulkhan

his bed is no longer binding since

Arukh in the world of Jewish Law.

it does not conform to the custom

Nonetheless, he insists that the

of the times and might appear as

competent Posek wil not limit his

ridiculous in the eyes of our non-

search for precedents to the Shulk-

Jewish neighbors.2
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The Halakhic process can operate effectively only when each age
applies the existing law to the cir-

cumstances of its times. While the
Minhag Ashkenaz of Rabbi Moses

Isserles, known as Ramo, is to be
highly regarded, it represents, nonetheless, usage as it was practiced
in his day. Should, therefore, Ash-

kenazic Jews in the twentieth century be forced to model their religious lives on the basis of usages
which have their source in the patterns of life and society which

marked the period of the Middle
Ages?

We do not have the right to
overlook the subjective element in
the Halakhah. The Divine character of the Halakhah derives from
the Divine sanction given to the

human pronouncements of the or-

dained masters of the Law. "A

judge can only consider what his

eyes behold." The judge in every
generation should look at every

Halakhic decision with his own

"eyes," with the right to reject a
precedent opinion if, in his judgment, it is not a valid one.
Against this background, Rabbi
Lewittes calls for a re-examination

of accepted Jewish practice in a

number of areas. Should we not
re-assess the question of medicines
on Shabbat, since the average person no longer compounds his own
spice? Or should we not re-evalu-

period in Israel is not obligated to

observe the second day of the
FestivaL.

Nevertheless, Rabbi Lewittes' position is open to a number of stric-

tures. Let me cite a few of them.
Noone wil deny that there is an
element of subjectivity in the Halakhah, and that each generation

rightfully makes its demands upon
the Halakhist. Where, for example~

does the subjectivity of the scholar
give way to the objectivity of the
Halakhic process? Where does the
subjective approach of Rabbi Lewittes break off from the historic
approach of Frankel?

Lewittes, himself, is aware of
this problem. In his The Nature

and History of Jewish Law, which
was published by Yeshiva University, he writes:

Nonetheless, one should not always assume - as is the tendency
among some histonans of Jewish

life - that every Halakhic decision
or religious attitude is a result of

such environmental influence. We
must always bear in mind the
unique sources, as well as the

unique development of Jewish lie.

But this statement, in itself, requires a fuller and more specific
elaboration and clarifcation.s
Moreover, the whole complex
area of Minhag in Jewish Law
cannot be dismissed simply in terms

ate our position in regards to the

of time and circumstance. We don't

second day of Yom Tov in the

have the time to analyze the origins
and the circumstances under which

Diaspora in light of the modern

rapidity of communication? In fact,

Minhag can annul the Law, and

Rabbi Lewittes rules, in opposition

become binding on generations, but

to a ruling of the late Chief Rabbi

one thing is clear in our case.

Herzog, that a knowledgeable Di-

While the Minhag Ashkenaz. as it

aspora Jew who spends the Festival

was practiced in sixteenth century
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Poland is reflected in the glosses

of Ramo, it is equally true that the
sources from which he drew them
preceded him. In fact, Rabbi Moses
Isserles was not the creator of the
Ashkenazic Minhag; nor were his

nullify the Law and acquire an
intrinsic validity of its own.

4

In terms of the selection of his
material the author could have

been more careful in his choices.
The material betrays an uneven-

Polish contemporaries. A cursory

ness of texture in terms of its

look at the M apah wil reveal that
Ramo leaned heavily on the thir-

scholarly leveL. The author has in-

cluded his Master's thesis on Ju-

teenth century rulings of Rabbi

daism and the non-Jew together

Meir of Rothenberg and his dis-

with a pamphlet on "I Send my

ciples as well as the fourteenth and
fifteenth century decisions of rabbis
like Jacob Molin, Israel Isserlein,

with two Bar Mitzvah pilpulim.

Jacob Weil, and others. It was

Child to Hebrew School," together
Beyond this, however, a careful
reading of the articles, both Eng-

Rabbi Moses Minz, in the fiteenth
century, who stressed that a Min-

lish and Hebrew, wil provide the

hag that was ancient, and which

nuggets of Jewish scholarship.

reader not with stones, but with

was instituted by scholars, could
NOTES

1. For a completely different evaluation of the relative roles of the spirit
and the letter of the law in the Halakhic process, d. I. Jakobovits, "Review

of Recent Halakhic Periodical Literature," TRADITION, IV, 2, pp. 257-260.
2. See Moed Katan, 15a-b; Tosafot, 21a; Shulkhan Arukh, Yoreh Deah, 386
and 387, 2, and commentaries thereon.

3. A clearer definition of the interaction between the subjective and the
objective elements in the Halakhic process is to be found in Dr. Walter Wurzburger's "The Oral Law and the Conservative Dilemma," TRADITION, III,
1, pp. 85-86.

4. See Rabbi Moses Minz, Responsa, nos. 43 and 66.

The Rabbi S. K. Mirsky Memorial Volume: A Collection of
Essays on Jewish Law, Phiosophy and Literature (New York:
Sura, 1970).
Reviewed by

are hewn upon the minds of all

Alter B. I. Metzger

who knew him. Colleagues, students and the Jewish community

The benign countenance and

at large derived great benefit from

ubiquitous Judaic scholarship dis-

his written and oral erudition coupled with his insight and creativity.

played by Rabbi Dr. S. K. Mirsky
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Possessed of great vision his many
works wil exert an unceasing in-

fluence upon future Jewish schol-

a sage is not to accord honor to his
study but because "Torah is hewn

upon his heart. And God and the

arship. The Rabbi S. K. Mirsky
Memorial Volume is an appropri-

Torah are all one."2 Thus the in-

ate tribute to his scholarship.

with God in an unceasing manner

I

dividual who strives to be united

should acquire knowledge of the
Torah, in its entirety: For "God
wil abide within him constantly

Rabbi Norman Lamm has contributed a provocative and stimu-

without severance, not even for a

single moment. us

lating essay entitled: "Study and

The study of Torah is cosmic

Prayer: Their relative value in Has-

in its significance and constantly

sidism and Mitnagdism. U The essay is extremely valuable because
the study of Hassidism has been

evoking Sinaitic revelation. This
thought is expressed in the following manner in Torah Or:

limited either due to the virulence

and antipathy on the part of certain historians or because of a tendency toward romanticism, most

lJarticularly pronounced in later

Haskalah literature and perpetuated
to the present day, emphasizing

the emotive and oblivious to the
profound dimensions of Hassid-

ism.

The complexity of the subject
matter and Rabbi Lamm's interpretation wil undoutedly generate de-

bate. His primary thesis is that
Rabbi Shneur Zalman of Lyadi
posited the primacy of prayer over
the study of Torah. That the telos

The pnmary aspect of the receiv-

ing of the Torah is that which is

written in the Ten Command-

ments: "And the Lord spoke all

of these words Laymor Anochi."
At first scrutiny the word Laymor
is incomprehensible and is not

comparable to any other Laymor

in the entire Bible which is nor-

mally interpreted as saying to
another. It is impossible to explain
it in this manner for all Israel
heard and Face to face God spoke.

Those present here (physically)
and those not present (absent in
the physical sense. However all
Jewish souls, even those destined
for future mortal existence were

present at Sinai).

of this emphasis being evocation
of religious emotional experience
and that in the hierarchy of his
thought, deeds or mitzvot are su-

The interpretation of Laymor is

perior to study. This is in contrast

gadot-all of them related to Mo-

to the position of Rabbi Chaim of

ses at Sinai. And though the Tal.
mud cites the name of Tanaim and

V oloziD who asserted the primacy

of the Torah.
In his exposition of the passage

to utter and speak all of the words

of the Torah which were already

stated to Moshe for the entire

Bible, Mishnah, Halakhot, and Ag-

A moraim as those expressing the
specific Halakhah as for example
the. House of Shammai states thus

Zos Chukas HaTorah he interprets
the word Chukas as derived from

etc. Meaning that this word of

Chakikah-hewn,l thus the reason

mouth of that Tannah or Amorah.

for our standing in the presence of

And ths is stated My words

God is the Law spoken to Moses

at Sinai which emerged from the
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which I have placed in your

mouth" (Isaiah 59: 21). And Israel

was granted this power that the
Law emerging from their mouth

is actually tlhe word of God spoken to Moses at Sinai, given at
the time of the receiving of the

emotions of awe and fear experienced at the time of Sinaitic revelation). At fit glance it is difcult

to understand the comparison of

Sinai to the instance of "similarly
here, etc." For in their station

about Mount Sinai the entire na-

Torah by Moses of the Ten Com-

tion "saw the sounds the sounds"

which was already uttered-ths

(Exodus 20:15) and "God spoke
to them face to face" (Deuter-

mandments. Laymor, to say that

being the state of Bitul, nullfication to Him May He Be Blessed.
For the utterance did not become

onomy 5:4), which is not so in
the instance of each person's pre-

occupation with Torah when he
learns by himself. But this matter

separate in relation to man, issuing
forth from man's mouth as though
it were his own (speech). But this

is as we have written above, for
even the preoccupation with Torah

repeat thy utterances" (Psalms

times, is actually the word of God

is as it is written, "My lips wil

119:172). For the Torah is your

(God's) utterance but my tongue

repeats as one who repeats after
the speaker what he has said. And

the Ten Commandments are the
Torah in its generality. For in their

risrael'sJ receiving of the Ten

Commandments from the Almighty

they received the Torah in its entirety that they should achieve the
category of Bitul, self nullfication,
to the word of God emerging from
their mouth. Being as one who re-

of every individual, and at all

spoken to Moses from Sinai.
Thereby awe and fear wil befall
him who studies Torah as though
he had received the Torah this
day from Mount Sinai.

It is quite apparent that the

unique spiritual qualities of Sinaitic
revelation are inherent to the study

of any person at all times and that
it evokes even in the realm of the

peats after the speaker which per-

transcendental Ein Sof.

tains to the revelation of infnite

In attempting to prove the prim-

light below (in the nethermost

acy of prayer in relation to Torah

world of mundane existence J as
above l'nd resulting in the category of actual nullfication. And

the author cites a segment from

a letter of Rabbi Shneur Zalman

from this the intellgent person

to Rabbi Alexander Shklover which

hikes to heart that this is actuallv

prayer is only rabbinic "have never
seen the light."4 Ths implies that

shall contemplate and there shall
fall upon him ~we and feaT when
preoccupied with Torah. when he

states that those who assert that

the word of God spoken to Moses

if one prays appropriately he wil

at Sinai.

be worthy of a spiritual psychedelic

And this is what our sag-e') of

Blessed Memory stated regarding

phenomenon. The letter then goes

on to say that this prayer wil re-

the verse: "And IDa lee known to

sult in an "awakening of the under-

dren" (Deuteronomv 4:9). And
proximal to it, "The day vou

to him and his Torah and to great-

vour children and children's chil-

standing soul to love God, to cling
ly desire his mitzvot."5 On his

stood" (Deuteronomv 4:10), Just
:'s then in awe and. fear similarly

work, Likutei Torah, we find vari-

Israel's descendants would trans~

ous interpretations for the mystical
significance of the sun and moon,

here. etc. (Berakhot 22a) (When
mit Torah's teaching in the im-

medhite and distant future, thev
should undergo the same profound
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one of them being that the sun is
equivalent to the written Torah and

Book Reviews

the moon to the oral Torah. Thus

in a rich and meaningful area.

it may very well be that the statement implies the need for prior

II

soulful prayer in order to enable

the achievement of true Torah

knowledge.

The thought that the ultimate
telos of religious labor would be

Rabbi David S. Shapiro, a prolific and indefatigable scholar, pro~
vides significant insight into the rewarding but complex thought of

for some kind of inner exhilera-

Rabbi Kook, in his article "The

tion seems to difer with the Mai-

World Outlook of Rabbi Kook."

monidean description of selfless altruism entailed in the ultimate service of God as described in chapter
Rabbi J. B. Soloveitchik in his classic study of Jewish religious typol-

Rabbi Kook's works are stimulating
to the inquisitive intellect but provide formidable problems to the researcher concerned with antecedent
influences. The recurrence of sephiroitic and philosophical terms in his

ogy, Ish HaHalakhah, specifcally

poetic prose causes the reader to

ten of the Laws of Repentance.

negates concern with the ecstatic
as the focus of ChaBad.6 The Lu-

suspect that text may vary significantly in the pattern of its con-

bavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi M. M. tent with manifold meaning to variSchneerson, the most outstanding

ous readers. In the instance of Orot

living authority and spokesman for
ChaBad, describes the longing for
Godliness thus:

HaTeshuvah, Rabbi Kook himself

Rawtzo, the state of closeness to

forces involved in his religious cre-

God ocurs not because man endeavors to achieve this state for

his own benefit and gratification,

would at times restudy his own

work, indicating the awareness of
meta intellectual and unconscious
ative process.

Rabbi Shapiro reveals the influ-

motivated by the knowledge that

ence of C haBad thought on the

for Rawtzo in order to fulfill the

own creative personality closer

writings of Rabbi Kook. While
me" (Psalms 73 :28) that such others view Rabbi Kook's cosmoloproximity to God would be a gy as emergent ex nihilo from his
source of joy to man but he strives
the closeness of God is "good unto

will of He Most High, the com-

m:md of the Holy One Blessed Be
Be, "and thou shalt love . . . with
your allness" or "total being"

(Deuteronomy 6:5).7

scrutiny of ChaBad thought, par-

ticularly the explication of the
Tzimtzum doctrine, would afford

enriching awareness of the many
"lights" to be found in Rabbi

The writings of ChaBad are complex and many of the terms multi-

Kook's works. Perhaps Rabbi

dimensional in nuance. Therefore

it is incumbent upon us to deline-

his early childhood influenced him.
God's omnipotence and the ex-

ate and unravel when possible the
strands of this elaborate intellectu-

philosophical problem. The asser-

al tapestry. This essay should provide an impetus for future research

Kook's exposure to ChaBad during
istence of evil is a classic Jewish
tion that all existence is character-

ized by virtue and goodness lends
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itself to base exploitation by those
against religious faith and its moral
values. The concepts of Yichuda
Tataah and Yihudah Ilaah, the low-

er and upper levels of unity, are
nec:essary for clanty in this matter.

In the instance of Yichudah Ta-

taah, man perceives existence as

In Bialik's essay, Halakhah V'Aggaflah, he asserts the necessity of pre-

occupation with Halakhah in addition to Aggadah in order to authentic;illy capture an existential aware~
ness of Jewish identity. The similarity of Bialik with passages from

the works of Rabbi Kook startle

animated and sustained by thç Al-

the reader. Bialik reflects the intel-

mighty whereas from the vantage

lectual and spiritual charisma of

point pf Yichudah Ilaah,. particll-

lady from the perspective of the

Rabbi Kook as well as his latent
deference and reverence for the

Divine, all existence is nullfied

Judaism of his youth. The necessity

within its sollrce as the rays of the

of sirpilar intellectual concilation

sun within the sun. Thus from

is an obvious preliminary requisite

man's perspective the necessity exists of coping with and overcoming
those evil forces obstructii;g the

toward the achievement. of Jewish

awareness of Godliness.8 .

Rabbi Shapiro conveys the com-

plexity of Kookian thought in a
lucid manner clarifying complex
çoncepts, i:nq rendering them accessible to the concerntd rçader.
III
The centraliy of Ahavat Yisroel
-altruistic lov"e for one's fellow

unity in our own times.
IV

The intellectual anguish of Dr.
Walter S. Wurzburger in his article,
"Covenantal Imperatives," is mani-

fest. Yet his mode of thought and
conclusion are deeply disturbing.
Concerned with the Buberian 1-

Thou, I-It problem or the entityidentity dichotomy, particularly in
terms of an observant Jew's relation to Jewish law, he formulates

Jew, in Rabbi Kook's thought is

the disquieting concept of a meta

enriched by the informative He-

halakhic category butressed by the
principles of H ovaat Shaah and Pi-

brew essay written by Dr. M. Beiri
"Rabbi Kook and H. N. Bialik."
The two names awaken images of

kuach Nefesh. He comes to the

the great schism that intervenes

fragile solution that each individual
sensitized by Torah study can thus

betwen those totally committed to

cultivate the inner moral sensitivity

the tenets of Judaism and the Haskalah personalities alienated from
ancient norms of religious behavior

necesary for the resolution of per-

who endeavored to create a cultural
environment based upon their own
literary creativity. Dr. Beiri. on the
basis of ingenious literary detective
work, convincingly explores the influence of Rabbi Kook on Bialik
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sonal or contemporary moral prob-

lems without recourse to other personalities of religious authority. Dr.
Wurzburger is understandably concerned with the alienation of contemporary youth and with their inability to perceive the link between
Judaic ethic and modern life. How-

Book Revzews
ever, his assertions and conclusion

require dose scrutiny.

Midrashim. In a similar vein Noah

H. Rosenbloom's well written

Buberian description of Jewish

"Hirsch's Toos and Maimonides'

law is subject to great challenge. It
was as a child in Tchottkov that he
first experienced an authentic Hassidic community. His TaZes of the

Sefer Hamada," points to the fur-

Hassidim, regarded by some as his

community, whose influence can be

major literary work, is peopled by
Jews committed to Halakahic principles. It was from this soil that the
I-Thou concept was nurtured. Sevèrance of I-Thouhood from its authentic roots is to create an ethereal

perceived to this very day. Dr.

ther direction of a sociological an-

alysis on Hirsch's German-char-

ismatic influence upon the Jewish
Wiliam W. Brickman has provided

significant insight into the inadequately explored field of Jewish

educational historiography with his
article "Samuel K. Mirsky's Con~

coticept that is anemIè aiid vacu-

tributions to Jewish Educational

ous.

Historiography:' Dr. Raphael S.

It is specifcally J udaIc and ritual

Weinberg's essay on the Gaonic

radiantly presiding over a Hakofoh

institution of Sura in "Decline of
the Hegemony of the Sura Academy in the Ninth Century" is also
of interest to those concerned with

of Russian Jews recently arrived
from behind the Iron Curtain and

Jacob :i Dienstag, an assiduous de-

law which are the links of an authentic I-Thou relationship. The
scene of the Lubavitcher Rebbe

the history of Jewish education.

dancing with intense reverential ex-

votee of Maimonidean scholarship,

iiltation; or the drama last year of

presents an impressive overview of
scholarly works related to "Biblical

the return ot the Guerrila hostages

from Jordan and the students of Exegesis of Maimonides in Jewish

-.

Rabbi Hutner gratefully rejoicing
in the airfield building at Kennedy

Scholarship." The book is worthy
of purchase if only for the biblo.

singing Cizasdei HaShem Ki Lo
Somnu,' or the assemblances at a

graphic reference in the two articlès
on Jewish historiography and Mai-

Yahrtzeit Shiur of Rabbi Soloveit-

monidean research. Dr. Gershon

chik of a cross section of the re-

Appel, not content with the weighty

ligious American Jewish intellectual

labors of editorship, has also con-

community.. Do iiot all of the

tributed an artiêle "A Rational

above reflect authentic community?

Concept of Mitzvot:' He asserts

They are the true manifestations

that various commentators, though

of 1- Thouhood in its most exalted

committed to the transcendental

form.

significance of religious observance,

v
Rabbi Yehuda Boheer underscores a highly significant area of
schola:rsbip by posit1iig' the import-

ance of philosophical content in the

nevertheless felt the need for in.

tellectual endeavor sò as to provide
understanding to the best of man's
capabilty. A fascinating extension

of this position is to be found in
the teachings oJ ChaBad that the
assimilation of intellectual concepts
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ultimately afects man's mode of be-

havior. Thus we observe an interesting transition from a philosophy
of religious epistemology to one of
behavioral psychology.

Valuable manuscript material is

made available in the following
articles:

Dr. Mayer Hershkovics on "Isaac Hirsch Weisel: Historian and

binnic sources of variant texts, in
the Talmud and Maimonides, and

also of Yemenite history and phi-

losophy. Norman Frimer provides

an enlightening overview of a
pietistic work on his article "Zemali Hai: An 18th Century Manuscript." David Mirsky bridges the
gap between secular research and
Judaic studies with "The Fictive

Scholar"; Samuel K. Mirsky, "Shi-

Jew in the Literature of England

bole haLeket: The Order of Bene-

diction"; Moshe Hershel, "Re-

1890-1920." A composite portrait
of Dr. Mirsky as friend, confidant

sponse of the Gaonim"; Aaron
Greenbaum, "Laws of Mourning

articles by Dr. Hayim Leaf, Rabbi

in the Commentary of R. Samuel

Louis Bernstein and Dr. Mirsky's

ben Hofni Gaon"; Azriel Rosenfeld, "Fragments of a Commentary
by a Disciple of Nachmanides on
Tractates Yoma and Sukkah";

and scholar is presented in the

devoted secretary, Rochelle Leventhal.
The Samuel K. Mirsky Memorial
Volume is a fitting scholarly trib-

Leon A. Feldman, "Exegesis of ute to the memory of an outstandProverbs XXI, 10-31 by Rabbi ing scholar. The editor, Gershon
Abraham Tamakh"; Bialik M. Ler- Appel and his associate editors,
ner, "Completion of Exegesis of

the Book of Ruth." by Issac Aram-

ah. Explication related to manuscript sources are to be found in:
Blazer Hurwitz, "Midrash Ha-Hafetz of R. Zechariah Ha-Rofe";

Bernard Bergman's "The Siddur of
the Smak with Commentary of the
Author of the Mahkim"; and Mar-

vin Luban's "Triennial Haftorat."
Dr. Havazelets work is particularly noteworthy because of the ac-

Morris Epstein and Hayim Leaf,
are to be praised for providing a

valuable compendium of Jewish

scholarship. This work is an important repository of knowledge

and a significant building block in
the current rennaisance of scholarship in the area of Jewish studies.

It merits a signifcant place among
those permanent volumes that serve
as a source of reference and study
for serious scholars.

cess it provides to Yemenite RaNOTES
1. Rabbi Shneur Zalman. Liktei TorahJ BamidbaTJ p. 56a.

2. Rabbi Shneur Zalman, Likutei TorahJ 1'aYikraJ Mb.

3. Ibid.
4. S. A. Heilman, Beit RabiJ 20a.
5. Ibid.

6. Rabbi J. B. Soloveitchik, Ish HaHalakhahJ Talpiot (Vol. I, Nos. !-4), p.
684, no. 58.
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7. Rabbi M. M. Schneerson, Likutei Sichos (New York, 1964), Vol. III, p.
990.

8. Rabbi Shneur Za1man of Lyadi, Likutei Amarim, Tanya Part II Shaar
HaYichud VeEmunah with a preface and translation by Rabbi Nisen Mangel
(New York, 1965). p. XIII ff.

The Medical Aphorisms of Moses Maimonides, Vol. 1. Translated and edited by FRED ROSNER, M.D. and SUESSMAN MUNT-

NER, M.D. (New York: Studies in Judaica, published by Yeshiva University Press).

Reviewed by

vious knowledge than a radical

Robert S. Mendelsohn, M.D.

transformation; the "giant steps

The present era of skepticism

bordering on cynicism and disilusionment bordering on rejection offers an unusual opportunity for

re-evaluation of our values. One

forward" may be more press agent-

ry than accurate historical fact;

and the superiority of modern man
may be simply an egotistical delusion.

The appearance of this work

area needing re-evaluation is medicine. For medicine cannot be sep-

forces us to face up to history. It

arated from society. Modernism in

our place in the ever-developing hu-

both spheres is based to a large

man drama. Many of Maimonides'

extent on the rejection of history
or at least its downgrading to a

series of irrelevant myths. Americans behave as if they have no

antecedents and it is therefore not
at all surprising that American

medicine should also behave as if
God created it and the world (ex
nihilo) 50 or 60 years ago.

The contribution of Moses Mai-

monides plays an important role
in our re-examination. In reading

his Medical Aphorisms, written al-

most 800 years ago (and now for
the fist time translated into Eng-

lish from the original Arabic), the
following emerges: The world did
not begin 50 years ago; the scien-

tifc "revolution" may be more a
continuation and expansion of pre-

offers us the chanc~ to determine

aphorisms sound as if they were

lifted directly from the latest textbooks; others make one wish they

were included in modern teaching;
while others appear bizarre and inexplicable, yet proven neither true
nOT false by modern research.

A pediatrician wouuld appreciate
the statement in the Third Treat-

ise:
Bodies with the strongest predisposition to convulsions are bodies of

children due to immaturity of their
nervous system. Therefore, this
affiction occurs in them following

the slightest stimulation. In them
it is also the least dangerous.

Pharmacologists would emphasize the following:
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. one should pay careful atten-

tion and direct one's wilpower, because many times antagonistic
medicines become mied in which
are useless and inappropriate for
their intended use.

Dermatologists might consider
this analysis:

Sweat is an abnormal occurrence

because the body is such that if a

man conducts himself properly and
eats natural foods and digests them

foods which are not very nourishing such as vegetables, in particular

those that cause warmth, such as

.onions and garlic, and sea fish.

He who has a headache produced
by inebriation should attempt to
sleep and rest for an entie day.

That night he should enter the
bathhouse (and take a hot bath)
and should sustain hiself with

foods that give rise to good blood.
Jewish physicians and Jewish

properly, he wil not sweat excess-

mothers wil discover expert sup-

ively.

port for their traditional advice:

Physiologists can take note of
such statements as:
It should not surprise you that

most people when asleep perform
many voluntary activities such as
speaking, crying out, walking and
turning from side to side.

Dentists need not feel neglected,
since among several references to
the teeth, the following occurs:

This rinsing should be performed

after the termination of the effect
of the (laxative) medication prior
to the ingestion of food. It should

be done with the soup of hen

chicks . . .

Dr. Stitskin's introduction succinctly states:
Of special interest to any Maimon-

idean student is his attempt in this

work, as he had done in his philo-

sophical treatises, to eradicate preTeeth are the exception among

bones because in their roots are
fie nerves.

conceived notions and dictated dogmas in medicine from the minds

of students and physicians alike.
He encourages them to experiment

All would applaud his advice to
cure this common ailment:

and observe for themselves, and to
develop an attitude of keen criticism and skepticism toward accept-

ed traditions and teachings even if

For the physical pneuma, it is
through improvement in the outside ai.

these originate from as renowned
a medical scholar or authority as
Galen. Maimonides himself takes
issue with many of Galen's views

All fid delight in:

Obesity is harmful to the body and

makes it sluggish, disturbs its functions and hinders its movements.

in the most important twenty-fifth
chapter of ths book. The Aphorisms is based almost entirely on
rational medicine, independent ob-

servation and the scientific method.

Therefore extremely obese indi-

Rule of thumb, guesswork, and

viduals should travel to the sea-

work or in Maimonides thinking.

shore, do much walking in the sun,
and especially bathe in the sea in
order to lose weight, since the sea

air causes dissolution of liquids.

Their nutrition should consist of
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superstition have no place in ths

Maimonides and others are at
odds with modern medicine regarding the direction its efforts should
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take. Modern medicine stresses the

ence and art of nutrition. It is not

offending agent, (e.g. germs) and
tries to eliminate it or attenuate its
effects. There is little study or at-

with its tunnel vision centering on

tention given to the host. Maimon-

invest in studying and improving

ides, on the other hand, places major emphasis on improving host re-

"the man." But Maimonides, Galen

sistance:

ance of nutrition and keenly ob-

surprising that modern medicine

"the bug" has little energy left to
and others understood the import-

served the effects of diferent foods

The most important consideration
in the causation of disease is the

on diferent constitutiôns and in

body constitution which becomes

their prescriptions for various foods

afcted.

He is aware of the physical, environmentalt emotional and moral
factors which determine how dif-

differènt disease states. Many of
and diets sound bizarre and, indeed,

may be incomprehensible to the

physician in modern culturet deprived as he is of their background.

ferent individuals respond to the

It would be desirable for re-

mainstream of Jewish medical-historical thought which gives priority
to preventative medicine over cura-

primitive, backward, or unscientific. There may well be a storehouse

same insult. His attitude in the searchers to carefully examine those
aphorisms that might be called sily,

tive, to strengthening host resist-

of therapeutic "pearls" just waiting

ance over concentrating on outside

to be discovered.

etiologic agents, to establishing pat-

The footnotes accomplish the
double purpose of bridging the
"historical gap" as well as docu-

terns of healthful living andt above
all, to blurring and hopefully obliterating unnecessary distinctions between societal and individual disease.
In his concern for promoting
better defense mechanisms, he

The book is eminently readable.

menting the broad medical and

cultural grasp of the authors. The
duo-team that has produced this
first volume (and we eagerly antici-

stresses one of the most neglected

pate the second) are distinguished

aspects of modern medical educa-

both in medicine and Judaica.

tion and medical practice: the sci-
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